Let’s Build........ Harry, Charlie, David and Thomas love to build and construct with their
hands with any type of medium. Here are some examples which are both creative and architectural
sound. David shows determination yet can have some issues with problem solving. Harry
concentrates on the task until satisfied and using careful and intentional selection of parts shows us
he knows exactly how things should look in real objectivity. Harry seems to be the leader and loves
to organise everything. Charlie and David with Thomas takes a low look at their ground block ramp,
road and building they have made.
It’s all art......but with different mediums to explore. So much fun to have with wooden blocks and
plastic shapes but we must use patience, fine motor skills and great hand and eye co-ordination to
complete the tasks.
Look at our Masterpiece! As best buddies they show how proud they are of their work and how
they love to work beside each other in play too.

OUTCOME 4 –Learning: Children are involved and Confident Learners.
They have followed and extended their own interests with enthusiasm, energy and concentration.
Participating with trial and error to design and construct the mathematical arrangement. They
tried out strategies to solve problems and enjoyed the shared learning exploration.
Outcome5: Communication: Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of
purposes. They each contributed in the small group play negotiating and exchanging ideas. To make
their plan they noticed and predicted, sorted and identified how they would develop their creation.
Educators: Jenny Royes and Jennifer McDonald
Term 1 Week 2 2017; 4 year Kindergarten Green Group.
Next: To ensure there is much opportunity for self choice from shelves to make open-ended play. We will
keep our trolley with full supply of materials for discovery and encourage peers to use their imagination and
creativity with books, stories and dramatic play available as visual aids.

